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MISC's Eventful Fall Semester
MISC had a great Fall Semester, with many events, including an Election Panel, the
Brown Bag Lecture Series, the Documentary Film Series and the Fall Eakin Lecture.
We want to thank all of the people who came to our events and joined us in learning
more about several topics that are of interest to Canadians everywhere.

Now that the Fall Semester has come to a close, we want to let you know what MISC
has planned for the Winter Semester! We will be hosting a number of events, including
our Eakin and Mallory Lectures. The following are some of the events that will be
coming up within the first few weeks of the Winter Semester.
The MISC Brown Bag Lecture Series is a new project that will feature McGill and other Montrealarea scholars in the humanities and the social sciences working on research projects about
Canada.
MISC will be hosting six of these lectures over the course of the 2019-2020 academic year (three
per semester). The lectures will take place once a month, around the lunch hour in MISC’s
conference room (Ferrier 105), and will be open to McGill faculty and students as well as any
interested members of the general public.
Each speaker will be speaking about a new or completed research project by emphasizing key
ideas or findings to their audience. The MISC Brown Bag series will allow speakers to put forward
novel research ideas that will improve our understanding of the past, present and/or future of
Canada.

Our fourth lecture, presented by Benjamin
Forest of McGill's Geography Department, will
take place on January 16, 2020, at 12PM in
Ferrier 105. He will be discussing Minority
Participation in the 2015 Canadian Federal
Election.
For more information about this event, click here.

To attend this free event, RSVP here!

MISC is partnering with SSMU's Peel St
Cinema to present The Documentary Film
Series. This series consists of two film
screenings per semester, pertaining to
important issues that affect Canadians. The
topics of the movies will include Indigenous
Rights, Quebec Culture, Black History and
Culture, and finally Climate Change.
Each Screening will be followed by a talk
featuring an expert on the topic presented in
the film. Audiences will be encouraged to
share their points of view during these
discussions.
The second screening will take place
on February 4, at 7:30PM at 3475 Peel
Street. The movie, presented by the National
Film Board, will be Mina Shum's Ninth
Floor and our speaker will be David Austin of
McGill University, along with special guests
Nantali Indongo and Philippe Fils-Aimé.
For more information about this event, click here.

To attend this free event, RSVP here!

MISC is partnering with McGill's Max Bell School of Public Policy and the Institute for Research on Public
Policy (IRPP) to present a panel of experts who will be discussing the implication of the results of the 2019
Federal Elections:

"Justin Trudeau and the Politics of
Federalism"
The panel will feature Chantal Hébert of the
Toronto Star, Daniel Béland of MISC,
Christopher Ragan of Max Bell and will be
moderated by Jennifer Ditchburn of IRPP.

Date: January 27, 2020
Time: 5:00PM to 7:30PM (The panel will be
held between 5:00PM and 6:30PM, and will be
followed by a cocktail hour until 7:30PM)
Location: The McGill Faculty Club, Ball Room.
3450 McTavish Street.
For more information about this event, click here.

To attend this free event, RSVP here!

Read more on our
website!

Follow MISC on
Facebook

Follow MISC on Twitter
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